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Imagined immigration

• Public opinion toward immigration = growing issue for democracies 

in the US and Europe

• But who are the objects of these “public opinions”?

• Who are “immigrants” in the public imagination?



“The world outside and the pictures in our 

heads”

• “The world that we have to deal with politically is out of 

reach, out of sight, out of mind. It has to be explored, 

reported, and imagined.”...

• “Inevitably our opinions cover a bigger space, a longer 

reach of time, a greater number of things, than we can 

directly observe. They have, therefore, to be pieced 

together out of what others have reported and what 

we can imagine”

- Walter Lippmann, Public Opinion, 1922



Immigrant definition

• “Someone who changes his or her country of usual 

residence for a period of at least a year so that the 

country of destination effectively becomes the country of 

usual residence” (UN definition)

• Complications in everyday language and in other 

“official” uses
– Refugees – a type of immigrant, or a distinct category (UNHCR)?

– Dictionary definitions assume a permanent move, not just a year

– Does citizenship matter?

– Paradoxical constructions like “second generation immigrant”



The immigrants in our minds

• What comes to mind when you think of immigrants?

• This is “Imagined Immigration”

– Different across individuals, groups, cultures, countries

– Immigration is complex and large scale; unknowable

– …even if you are or have been an immigrant yourself, as I have been

– (although I was often not perceived as one)



Outline for remainder of talk

1. Imagined immigration – empirical research on public perceptions

– My initial study in Britain

– Extensions / related research

2. Sources of imagined immigration

3. Implications for research, policy, advocacy



IMAGINED IMMIGRATION:

THE BRITISH CASE



In the eyes of the British state, who is an 

immigrant? 
• UK Government uses UN definition:

• “Someone who changes his or her country of usual residence for a 

period of at least a year so that the country of destination effectively 

becomes the country of usual residence”

– Official statistics based on this definition

– Government targets too (Cameron 2010, May 2015)

– “…from the hundreds of thousands to the tens of thousands...”



Who are ‘immigrants’ in public 

perceptions?
• 1000-person survey, Sept 2011, Migration 

Observatory/Ipsos MORI

• “When you think about immigrants coming to and living 

in Britain, which of these groups would you normally 

think about?” (format: choose all that apply)
– Q1: Citizenship/birthplace

– Q2: Reason for migrating

– Q3: Length of stay



Many think of asylum seekers, labour 

migrants, not students or spouses



Mismatch: perceptions vs. inflows data



Mismatch: migrants’ length of stay



Overemphasis on Unauthorized Immigrants



UK policy implications

• Discussions of “immigrants” or “migrants” are not 

necessarily about all migrants...
– Asylum, labour > students, spouses

– Permanent > temporary

– Eastern Europe, Asia > W Europe

• ...but in government statistics & numerical policy targets, 

all migrants count equally

• Reducing student migration, temporary migration not 

likely to meet restrictionists’ policy demands



Misperceptions – a broader phenomenon

• Evidence from multiple countries

• Most common: overestimation



ALESINA SLIDES
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Source: Alesina et al. 2018



Beyond “innumeracy”

• Not just that people are bad with numbers

• Misperceptions are systematic, directional



Perceptions vs. reality: immigrants’ religion

Muslims overestimated 
(except in France)

Christians underestimated

Adapted from Alesina et al. 2018



Perceptions vs. reality: immigrants’ education

Low-education overestimated High-ed underestimated (some)

Adapted from Alesina et al. 2018



More imagined immigration

• Number of immigrants - overestimated

• Identities (nationality, ethnicity, religion)

– In Finland, 20% think Somalis are their largest immigrant group (Herda 2015) 

but there are 4x as many Russians

– “The average American believes the United States is 39% black, 26% Jewish, 

33% Latino, 38% foreign born and 25% gay“ (Gallagher 2014)

• Legal status 

– More “worry” about “illegal” immigration

– (Transatlantic Trends’ survey of France, Germany, Italy, Spain, US, UK) 

• Voluntary vs. involuntary

– “stronger perception that most migrants decide themselves to migrate was 

associated with lower endorsement of cultural rights” (Verkuyten et al. 2018)



SOURCES OF IMAGINED 

IMMIGRATION



Imagined immigration

• How did those images get there?

– Personal experience (first hand / second hand knowledge)

– Personal networks

• Word-of-mouth

• Socialization – parents, education, etc.

• Media

– Traditional news media

– Social media

– Politicians working through media

– Entertainment media



POLICY / POLITICS

MEDIA

PUBLIC 

PERCEPTIONS



Portrayals in destination countries 

• Most are neutral or negative

– Both developed and developing world

• Most common frames

– Humanitarian, economic

– Also prominent: ‘socio-cultural’, security

• See Allen, Blinder, McNeil 2017 World Migration Report chapter for review
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Negative frames/themes

• Economic

• “they” take “our” jobs and/or abuse the welfare system
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Negative frames: security (crime, terrorism)



Negative frames: ‘cultural’ threat



Positive coverage

• Counter-narratives, counter-imagery

• Often generated by activist immigrants themselves, and their allies, 

• Can also come from local, human interest reporting

• Or from politicians and parties with pro-immigration platforms and 

supporters
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Positive portrayals: local media

• Local news: human interest stories, community oriented

– Evidence from Spain, Netherlands

– Anecdotal evidence from US, UK – sympathetic deportation cases 

• Corresponds with difference in public opinion

– Immigration perceived as a national problem

– Local diversity seen as neutral or positive
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IMPLICATIONS FOR PUBLIC 

OPINION, POLITICAL ACTION



Implications of Imagined Immigration

• 1. Research: 

– a) Careful interpreting what polls means; leverage from examining perceptions 

of who immigrants

– b) impact on policy preferences toward “immigration”

• 2. Policy: misguided responses to restrictionist public opinion

• 3. Advocacy: A route for long-term public opinion change?



Beyond immigration ‘innumeracy: 

information that matters

• Correlation: misperception associated with negative attitudes

• But weak evidence for causation from survey experiments

• This has been taken as evidence that perceptions don’t matter

• However…maybe they were using the wrong kind of information -

numbers rather than characteristics of immigrants



Media frames changing images,

information changing attitudes

• Framing (UK) immigration as high-skilled  lower estimates of 

‘illegal’ immigrants as % of total immigrants (Blinder & Jeannet, 

2018)

• Correct information about immigration in-flows (USA)  preference 

for lower number of immigrant arrivals (Blinder & Schaffner, 2019)

– NOTE: use of information about flows, not stocks

• Grigorieff et al. 2018: change perceptions/attitudes (USA) with 

broader package of correct information

– % foreign born in population, AND

– % of immigrants who are 1) ‘illegal’, 2) unemployed, 3) incarcerated, 4)cannot 

speak English



Policy

• The net migration target

– Cameron’s 2010 campaign pledge: “from the hundreds of thousands to the tens 

of thousands”

– Policies on all fronts: labor migration, student migration, family migration

– Limited migration in ways that didn’t matter to public opinion

– Caused unnecessary harm (exclusion of spouses of British citizens; restrictions 

on students; administrative work for universities)

– Conservatives failed to meet target, lost ground with public opinion



Activism matters

(Zepeda-Millan 2017)



DREAMers  DACA



Overwhelming support for DACA
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